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ARTS 1090 Media, Culture and Everyday Life
Weekly Readings  

1. Introduction;Media Rituals
• Nick Couldry - "Media Rituals: The long and the short route." From Media Rituals: 

A Critical Approach.

2. Domestication 
• Silverstone, Roger (2006) Domesticating domestication: reflections on the life of a 

concept. 

3. Mediation- Time
• Scannell, P. “Dailiness" 1996 
• Hartley, J. "The frequencies of Public Writing: Tomb, Tone and Time."

4. Mediation- Space
• Moores, S. (2004) ‘The Doubling of Place: Electronic Media, Time-Space 

Arrangements and Social Relationships’

5. Networks
• Castells "Networks and Informationalism" 

6. Media Convergence
• Nightingale, V. "New Media Worlds? Challenges for Convergence" 2007
• Jenkins, H. "Buying into American Idol" 

7. Mobility
• Eric Gordon, Adriana de Souza e Silva “Net Locality: Why Location Matters in a Networked 

World.” 2011
• Hinton, S. and Hjorth, L ‘Social, Locative and Mobile Media”  2013

8. Semiotics and Meaning
• Schirato, T and Yell, S. “Signs and Meaning” From Schirato 
• Lury, C. “Logos” From Brands: The Logos of the Global Economy. 2004

9. Audiences 
• Livingstone, S and Das, R "The End of Audiences?" 2013

10.Identity 
• Marwick, A. "Online Identity" 2013

11.Conclusions



ARTS1090 Final Exam (35%)
Duration: 3 Hours 

The exam consists of two sections: 
Section 1: Multiple Choice - 15 questions (1mk each)

• Major concepts of each week in each week’s topics 
• Identify each concept, define each concept, find their meaning and find example that 

illustrates how each idea works

Section 2: 2 Essay questions  (10mk each)
• Four available questions to choose two 
• Approximately 500-700 words
• Analyse your understanding of the topic discussed 
• Apply examples to each concept 
• questions are similar to blog questions, and in-class test. 

Exam assessment criteria:
• Demonstrate a deep understanding of the course concepts and theories of media studies as 

presented in the lectures and readings 
• Be able to engage in higher order thinking with the course concepts and apply them to real world 

issues surrounding the contemporary media
• Be able to write a clear, grammatically correct and cogent response to questions about the 

relationship between media and everyday life. 

How to study: 
- Identity the concepts of each week 
- Define the concept 
- Examples around contemporary media. 

(1) Mediation 
• Medium: socially institute technology involving physical means for transforming (cultural 

relationships”. How does medium transform culture
• Mediation: the medium is the message 
• Technological determinism ( media technology causes changes in social structures) 
• The opposite approach: media use (the social shaping of technology) i.e. domestication and 

interactions of everyday life. 

(2) Media transformations 
• The impact of convergence of digital media
• Analogue to digital media 
• Convergence (audiences to fans)
• broadcast to networked media (Castells) centralised media exchange
• from public to publics 
• mobility and Net locality - location medium helps us transforms 

(3) Audiences, meaning and identity 
• passive to active audience (theories developed to take into account) 
• semiotics and meaning as a fundamentally social process
• engagement with popular culture, participatory culture e.g. fandoms
• discourses (language or a way of understanding something) in production of identities and 

identification, socially instituted e.g chinese medicine and western medicine



[PREVIEW OF TOPIC 8, 9, 10]                                    



Topic 8 — Semiotics: Media and Meaning
Readings: 
• Schirato, T and Yell, S. “Signs and Meaning” 

- The structure of semiotics: how it applies to presentations of media
- Anything that produces meaning 

• Lury C. “Logos” From Brands: The Logos of the Global Economy.
- Applying semiotics to the study of brands
- Suggests brands as evident ways of how we encounter, outcomes of globalisation 

Blog question: Choose an Ad for a famous brand or product. Analyze it semiotically. What are the 
broader meanings realised within the ad? How do these meanings differentiate the brand or 
product?

- how it produces meaning, how lury talks about brands

Objectives: 
• Introduce Semiotics
• Analyse the different ways meaning is produced (linguistically, gesturally etc.) - especially visually
• Show how the processes of meaning making are intrinsically involved in social and cultural 

processes (polsemy, ideology)
• Discuss contemporary advertising and ideology in relation to branding and advertising 

Semiotics
Semiotics is the science of signs. 
Semiotics is the study of how signs produce meaning and by extension the processes by which we 
understand, make sense of and socially organise the world. 

• It is a set of steps that can be taken to talk about how signs produces meaning
• It is about the structure within the text that produces meaning

It is about the meaning that evolve from texts, and how you analysis their system (methology). How 
combination of signs produce meanings. 

Barthes - the first person to apply these idea to media texts and talked about popular culture and 
theorise how images reduce meaning, or does  meaning also have to reduced to an image. 

- Colour: intensity of the colour, e.g. redness 
- Is substitution meaningful: substitute an object with something else, would it change the meaning. 
- Font and languages used 
- The cultural associations, any traditions 
- The packaging of the ad

Semiotics allow us to take a step back and look at how meanings are produced. The meaning is 
usually clear, but we can see the effect and significance of the build up of meaning 

Signs 
A sign is anything which produces meaning. 

We never see signs in its isolation. There are meanings to each. There is meaning of how signs 
combine as well.

For example- Cat
• signifier: the sound cat (kart)
• signified: 



There is no natural connection between the two things. The sound ‘kaet’ does not have anything 
related to physical animal cat. However some of the words do, such as onomatopoeia words, “Ka 
Boom”, it is much closer to the actual thing it is presenting. or “woof”, there isa much more 
motivated connection 

Therefore recognise that the meaning between the signifier and the signified is arbitrary. 

Meaning Systems 
Meaning is conventional, social, relational, contextual based on power in society. 

E.g. Cat
When you hear the word, we think of many things, the four legged animal, and some people relate 
it to a person who is ‘catty’, you would relate it to many things. 

- Language evolves based on the way we use it. It may be changed through the social power. 

E.g the word coke is used to replace soft drinks 

Meanings may also be culturally specific. 

Levels of meaning 
Signs operate on different levels and layers to meaning, meanings may become culturally specific: 

Denotation- literal meaning, the surface layer of meaning, e.g. the cat is a four legged animal 

Connotation- Associated, secondary meaning, much more culturally specific. There may be many 
different meanings to the object globally. e.g. cow is used in farming. this is what semiotics is used 
for. Power in society reflects the connotations as well 

Textuality 
A text is a combination of signs 

Selection-  such as the use of metaphors, where comparisons or substitution of terms ( love is a 
rose) 

Combination- such as metonym, an association of terms.How signs combine with each other. 
Meanings that build up through the combination of signs  (.e.g motor: car, or crown in the births 
legal system. e.g. rolex watch is related to corporate success)

Steps for when analysing signs (like a methodology): 
1. Identify the individual signs within the text, i.e. selection, what are the differences and 

meanings that can occur in a text,
2. Substitute the signs that are there with similar signs to see if it changes the meaning within a 
text e.g. similarities that occur with signs, different meanings that arise form similar signs
3. Look at the meanings that are produced within the signs that are produced with a combination of 
signs 

Polysemy 
Polysemy: the capacity of a sign to have multiple meanings. There are so many meanings, how 
do you decide what it is conveying. 
- Which leads to the birth of post-constructuralism (not all about structure, its about social aspects 
and power). Therefore semiotics kick in and tries to remove the dominancy of power e.g. gender 
equality, racism (black and white) kicks in 



•‘all images are polysemous: they imply, underlying their signifiers, a ‘floating chain’ of signifieds, 
the reader able to choose some and ignore others’ (Barthes, Rhetoric of the Image: pg. 38)

•Texts, quote, imitate and cross reference each other. In this way their meanings are stabilised and 
become predictable to some extent.

Semiotics: Image 
Many would argue that images do have unique ways of realising meanings, from different 
perspective: vert, horizontal angle, social distance, gaze 

Ideology 
• There is an idea held by a community. Common ideas through which we make sense of the 

world. Ideology may also come from common sense, thus common sense often justifies the 
status. 

• Texts reproduce and privilege certain meanings - certain social values

Ideology semiotics: in the semiotic sense, ideology is not something we adopt, it is not optional. It 
lurks within language, discourse and the concepts we use to understand our experiences 

Interpellation 
extended by Louis AlthusserIn 
Marxist theory, interpellation is the process by which ideology, embodied in major social and 
political institutions, constitutes the nature of individual subjects' identities through the very process 
of institutions and discourses of 'hailing' them in social interactions.

•While texts exist outside of us, ideology is also carried internally by us
•Interpellation - texts hail us, call out to us, address us
•The process of internalising ideologies

It is not something that we can put on, it is implicated in the world. It becomes part of our 
experience to the world. 
Applying semiotics 
• Identify the signs within the text
• Substitute with similar signs to see if meaning changes
• How does the combination of signs produce specific meanings
• Does the text seem to have a preferred reading?
• What cultural assumptions do the signs invoke?

Adbusters (to contemporary media)
The Adbusters Media Foundation is a Canadian-based not-for-profit, anti-consumerist, pro-
environment organization. 
•Culture jamming - fighting back against consumer capitalism
•Tactical use of media - creation of horizontal links amongst users on websites, sabotage, guerilla 
semiotics
•Democratic and interactive potential of new media - DIY media: not consumer protection but 
consumer activism

Advertising, meaning and ‘audiences’ 
• Identity in a mediated world
•“Extended audience”

- Technologically empowered
- Socially and spatially diffused
- Production and consumption
- Mobile



•Capitalist modernity and the centrality of consumption
•Consumption is the way we live, shapes multiple sites and experiences -shopping, watching ads, 
desiring
•Consumption shapes economy, identity and media - we live in a promotional culture 

Branding 
•Brand is like a signature - authorizes and controls value

E.g. Mac vs PC, branded entertainment: BMW
•Transnational commercial culture circulates via the brand

- As a way of valuing it can also be contested
- Open-ended object - global disjunctures and difference

Analysis on the blurring links between commercial and non-commercial culture



Topic 9 - Audiences 
Blog question: Is the term 'audience' still relevant to understanding how we engage
with the Internet and social media? What other terms could be applied to understand the use of 
this type of media?

Reading: Livingstone and Dasz "The End of Audiences?”
- Audience are traditionally very passive, usually are placed in restricted world, respect and 
behaviour are expected (passivity).  therefore their expected passivity does not seem to match with 
modern world in relation to media. Now we are suggested to think about not just passive but 
creative. 

Introduction:
•The course has identified several trends which force us to re-examine notions of “consumption” 
and “creativity” 

Consumer Creativity 
o Convergence and the emergence of new technologies and tools which allow audiences to 
appropriate, alter and distribute media
- The idea of fandom also has a large influence in the concept of the role of audiences

Participatory media culture
In our med cultures today, people participate in media, rather than merely consuming media.  The 
emergence of interactive technologies only take us so far to understanding this phenomenon … to 
what extent has it always been there?

History of the idea of audiences
Mythologies (method use to understand media): 
- Media figured as passive, in relation to practice of marketing (the news paper they buy, what they 
listen to in radio and watch on tv)
- However, this method fails to capture the complexity of viewing 

Approach to understanding audiences - interview research: 
The media is desperately seeking for active audiences 

In “Uses and Gratifications” 1970s:
People begin to question that this isn’t helping to understanding how people engage with media. 
They research why people are willing to be their audience, e.g. why they use twitter, why they 
watch their program. 

They concluded with concepts of typical explanations such as surveillance, curiosity, diversion, 
escape, personal identity, self-meaning, facilitate personal relationship (for social). 

A theory that concluded is that we directly engage with media to gratify with specific internal 
psychological needs. However there are criticisms that media consumption may just be our routine, 
or it is part of our own identity. 

Understanding “The active audience”
The Paradigm Shift - Second generation audiences studies

We begin to look at quantitative approach, and qualitative - our affective, emotional and cultural 
responses that people have with media. This includes:



- How people use and engage with media, how they “read” and negotiate meaning, strategies and 
tactics. 

Shift in method They used methodologies from experiments, questionnaires, to “ethnography”.

(Ethnography: the systematic study of people and cultures. It is designed to explore cultural 
phenomena where the researcher observes society from the point of view of the subject of the 
study. 
Naturalistic ethnography: We tend to study people int heir natural environment. E.g. you go to the 
study field and ask them what important, to get what they engage with media. They use this insider 
accounts to understand people’s subjective experience of “reality” and have a holistic 
understanding of the media use)

They investigate the interplay between identity, interpretation and use of media. They also shift to 
particular/specfic different group’s use of media, e.g. social uses of media, children, woman 
specifically, and thinking boa the context of globalisation. 

Example - Children and television: 
not dealing with the real world and public life, so cartoons are relatively devalued. However, 
children are considered vulnerable, so they protect them from the real world and public life, thus 
limiting their access and valuing them. MA15+ or 18+ policy are also implemented to judge 
teenagers’ readiness to deal with different materials. 

However, maybe due to the english language skills of asian parents, childern are obliged to watch 
the news with their parents and to translate for their parents. Therefore, media is playing the role 
that children are forced to make sense of their engagement of media regardless of their age. 

Fan communities 
Henry Jenkins (1992) argues that Fans have traditionally been understood in largely negative 
terms. 

Fan communities have always existed in relation to specific media  such as television programs. 
There are connotations of excess zealoty, madness, frenzy (think of  the infamous reactions of 
teenage girls to their celebrities and celebrity stalking.) 

TV Fan communities traditionally challenge the boundaries between legitimate and illegitimate 
culture by elevating the status of ‘popular culture’. Fans have challenged traditional ways of 
figuring relations between producers and consumers. 

Consumer creativity 
There are increasing reciprocity between producers and consumers. Therefore some media are 
specifically produced for the created loyalty, for economic values. 
Producers are also known to interact regularly with fans, such as you tubers holding live interaction 
streaming for fans to ask questions. or fan forums are used for producers to take advantage of fan 
creativities and extend on specific characters etc.) 



Topic 10 — Identity 
Blog question: What is ‘microcelebrity’? Does this accurately describe the way you present yourself 
online? Why, or why not do you engage in these practices?
Reading:  Marwick, A. "Online Identity" 

Thinking about the relationship between online and offline world. 
Online world: how we create ourselves, and make/celebrify ourselves visible to the world. 

how online world reshape identity

Link Identity to semiotics and audiences 

Identity 
• Key concept in media studies

o central to theories of meaning,semiotics / to thinking about the unifying pull of media
• Key tool in theorizing the link between the self and the social, also relates to audience of whether 
they are passive and active. How does self link to social
•Identity is fundamental to the way we classify and understand each other

Notes from reading “Online identity” Marwick  
E.g. ethnic/racial background, politics, sexuality, religion, personality traits, emphasizing who they 
‘‘really are’’ or their ‘‘true selves.’’ Identity can mean subjectivity (how we think of ourselves), 
representation (how different facets of identity are depicted in culture and media), or self-
presentation (how we present ourselves to others). It can refer to our personal identity as an 
individual, or our social identity as a member of a group.

Theories of identity 
People present themselves differently based on context (where they are) and audience (who 
they’re with). 
Identity is flexible and changeable, and people are highly skilled in varying their self-presentation 
appropriately. Identity is thus socially constructed in tandem with the people around us.

- Identity as a project
Postmodern theorists, who theorized that people construct identities for themselves using mass 
media and consumer goods. Identity is like a ‘‘project,’’ something that can be actively worked on. 
People differentiate themselves from their peers by buying and displaying goods that serve as 
symbolic markers that signal something about who they are. This concept of identity as project is 
exemplified by the makeover, a trope of popular culture in which people are actively transformed 
into ‘‘better’’ versions of themselves. 

Identity online
• Distinction between how people present themselves online and how they do offline. 
• It focused on self-presentation (the information and materials people choose to show others on 

social media) 
• Social media such as social network sites, blogs, and online personals require users to self-

consciously create virtual depictions of themselves
• Identity is also expressed through interacting with others, whether over instant messenger or 

email.

Some scholars theorized that this ‘disembodied’’ communication could free society from 
discrimination based on race, sex, gender, sexuality, or class. Thus, new media would 
fundamentally change the way people thought about identity.



People often use multiple social sites simultaneously, creating an ecosystem where they maintain 
the same username and basic information across social platforms, further complicating self-
presentation on each site.

Internet is not an identity workshop
1. Most people did not create radically different selves, instead opting for relatively similar online 
personas
2. Forms of discrimination e.g. racism and sexism are not solely based on appearance. Even if 
users couldn’t see who they were talking to, their beliefs remained intact.
3. The move to commercial social software such as social network sites, blogs, and media-sharing 
services has brought with it an impetus to adhere to a single, fixed identity. Rather than letting 
users choose nicknames such as ‘‘SoccerGuy91,’’ Facebook asks users to provide a real name, 
such as ‘‘Jason Smith.’’ Sites with similar policies claim that this design decision prevents 
deception and assures safety. If people maintain several different profiles on the same site or use 
obscure nicknames, they are difficult to track and there is no indication that the information they 
provide is accurate, making it less valuable for marketing purposes. 

Factors that influence identity expression 
1. Information and communication technologies constrain and enable different types of self-
presentation. E.g. A telephone call allows for synchronous communication and tonality, but it is 
difficult to record or forward to another person and is missing gesture and facial expression. 
2. Different ‘‘idioms of practice’’ - a set of norms around the use of technology. E.g. Whether people 
call during dinner or night time, show there manners in terms of their use of telephone
3. Different types of software invoke different social contexts. E.g. in virtual worlds and gaming 
communities, anonymity, playfulness, and role-playing are typical, whereas it is normal on 
LinkedIn, a career- oriented social network, to post accurate and verifiable information. Finally, 
identity expression is influenced by the perception of audience.

Identity construction 
Identity in social media sites is often expressed through customisation. E.g different pictures, 
avatars, icons, nicknames, fonts, music, and video to represent themselves on platforms such as 
blogs, online profiles and homepage. These items become symbolic markers of personal identity 
that serve a function similar to clothing or bumper stickers: to establish and display one’s identity. 

Degree of customisation 
Customising and personalising profiles signals status and cultural affiliation. 

Higher degree: MySpace pages required users to adhere to a template but allowed for a great deal 
of customisation and personal expression through design. 

Lower degree: Facebook profiles cannot be altered and thus all adhere to the look and feel of the 
site. As a result, user customisation is restricted primarily to filling out predefined fields, such as 
favourite books, music, television, and films. 

Social media such as LinkedIn contextualise people within webs of social ties. If users significantly 
misrepresent themselves on these sites, their reputation and trustworthiness suffer and their social 
status drops accordingly.

Content collapse 
Content collapse the theory that social technologies make it difficult to vary self-presentation based 
on environment or audience. Maintaining a verifiable online identity brings with it a new set of 
problems and concerns. 



While in real life it’s possible to alter self-presentation depending on with whom one is interacting, 
in broad social sites one transmits information to many different types of people simultaneously. 
This creates conflict when the norms of these groups conflict. For instance, a joke between two 
teenagers could be misinterpreted negatively by one teen’s mom, or a photo of a wild party could 
be used as evidence to fire an employee. 

While some social media sites provide the ability to filter content to a specific subgroup of friends. 
For example, Flickr and Facebook make it possible to tag photos with the names of people who 
appear in them. On Facebook, these photographs will show up on a user’s profile unless the user 
specifically ‘‘untags’’ him or herself. Because online interactions lack the rich feedback of face-to-
face communication, any and all digital traces left by a person may be interpreted by curious 
viewers to augment their perceptions of the user.

As a result, people have developed a variety of techniques to handle context collapse. Some 
people maintain multiple accounts: one ‘‘safe for work’’ and one more personal.

Authenticity and microcelebrities 
A primary difference between mass media and new media is that new media allows for direct 
interaction between media producers and consumers. Sites such as YouTube and Facebook are 
full of videos, pictures, and text created primarily by ‘‘regular people.’’ Some people have become 
very well-known as the result of a popular blog, YouTube channel, or Internet meme. 

• Microcelebrity – “the commitment to deploying and maintaining one’s online identity as though it 
were a branded good, with the expectation that others do the same” 

These ‘‘microcelebrities’’ often use social media to strategically increase their popularity with their 
audience. Unlike traditional celebrities, who remain sequestered from the public by a coterie of 
agents, managers, and bodyguards, people who use social media to stay in touch with their fans 
are expected to be accessible and ‘‘real’’. People practicing microcelebrity must uneasily navigate 
between revealing personal information to seem truthful and real to their fans and revealing 
something that could harm them personally and professionally. 

Summary
• Internet provided a new set of tools for self-expression, from blogs to tweets
• Social media made the social construction of identity self- conscious and visible
• People know that they must choose what facets of themselves they want to present online and – 

unlike in face-to-face environments, where it is possible to switch self-presentation strategies 
quickly – this must be determined in advance

• People use a variety of creative strategies including obfuscation, multiple accounts, posting 
coded messages, and retreating to smaller sites for private conversations to manage context 
collapse


